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Abstract—In this paper, an index-based parallel scheduler for
optical burst switching (OBS) networks, which can find feasible
voids on different channels in parallel with O(1) time complexity,
achieve the highest possible efficiency, and is suitable for efficient
hardware implementation, is proposed. The channel scheduler
proposed consists of two phases: searching the feasible voids on
all data channels and selecting optimal void among feasible voids
found. In the first phase, an index vector of voids for each channel
is constructed by dividing the scheduling time window of the
channel into slots, and an index-based searching approach is
applied in parallel to each channel to find the feasible voids by a
few simple index based bit operations and once memory reading
and comparing operations. A configurable optimal void selection
approach, which selects optimal void according to the external
configurable signal by using a configurable comparand translator
and a general selection process, is designed to supported different
scheduling algorithms such as LAUC-VF, Min-SV, Max-EV,
and Best-Fit with full efficiency. Formulae for important design
parameters are given. The hardware architecture of the index
based parallel scheduler is designed, and a 16-channel scheduler
with the full resource utilization of LAUC-VF is implemented in
FPGA (Field Programmable Gate Array) with a scheduling time
of 33.3 ns per burst request. The support to different scheduling
algorithms is also validated experimentally.

Index Terms—Channel scheduling, optical burst switching
(OBS), optical communication, optical packet switching.

I. INTRODUCTION

O PTICAL burst switching (OBS), which combines
the advantages of optical circuit switching and packet

switching, has been proposed as a promising solution to support
IP over DWDM [1], [2]. Channel scheduling, which assigns
the channel resources to arriving data bursts according to the
information in the head packets, is one of the key issues in OBS
networks. In high speed networks, a practical channel scheduler
should run fast to keep up with the burst arrival rate and shorten
the offset time between a header packet and the corresponding
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data burst. At the same time, an ideal channel scheduler should
also be able to assign the channel resources efficiently to obtain
a higher utilization of resources and a lower burst loss rate.

The scheduling schemes proposed so far can be classified
into two categories: with and without void filling. The schemes
without void filling such as LAUC (latest available unscheduled
channel), the Horizon [3] are easy to be implemented and can
run fast since they only need to track the end time of the last
scheduled data burst on each data channel. The bandwidth ef-
ficiency of these schemes, however, is low since it cannot uti-
lize the void intervals among previously scheduled bursts, which
may cause excessive burst loses when the variation of the offset
is large. On the other hand, the schemes with void filling like
LAUC-VF (Latest Available Unused Channel with Void Filling)
[4] have been proposed to obtain higher bandwidth efficiency
by utilizing void intervals. They, however, need to keep infor-
mation on all scheduled bursts or existing voids, which makes
them more complex and limits their practical application. For
example, a straightforward implementation of the LAUC-VF al-
gorithm described in [5] takes time to schedule a burst
request where is the number of voids in all data channels.
The time complexity becomes when there are dif-
ferent delays a burst can obtain via the use of FDLs (Fiber Delay
Lines). A long processing time may lead to larger end to end
delay and/or a scheduling failure (when there is not enough
offset time left in a high speed network with high burst incoming
rate). Moreover, having an uncertain scheduling time at each
node, which depends on the outgoing link load, will make it
more difficult to configure the offset time and degrade the net-
work performance dramatically [6]–[8].

In order to achieve a high channel utilization and a high
processing speed at the same time, several channel sched-
uling algorithms have been proposed. For example, a set of
geometry-based algorithms (MinSV, MaxSV, MinEV, MaxEV)
that have a complexity was proposed in [9]. A
slotted algorithm with complexity was proposed in
[10], where is the number of elements in heads and ends
arrays, and the number of slots per burst. The work in [11]
proposed a rescheduling algorithm with an improvement
over LAUC-VF, where is the total number of channels.
Since hardware processing has a higher speed and facilitates
parallel processing, several hardware-based schedulers have
been proposed. For example, [12] proposed a CTBR (Constant
Time Burst Resequencing) scheduler with O(1) runtime, which
adopts LAUC and reaches the optimal scheduling by delaying
the scheduling of bursts and processing them in their order of
the expected burst arrival times. The CTBR scheduler, however,
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Fig. 1. Index-based date structure for one channel.

has to delay and reorder burst control packets in the electrical
domain and delay data bursts in the optical domain with a set of
extra FDLs at the input of every OBS core switching node. Ref-
erence [13] proposed a SWAP (Slotted Wavelength Assignment
Pipeline) scheduler which implements an algorithm similar to
FF-VF (first fit-with Void Filling) [4] using a simple digital
logic circuit by maintaining a slotted scheduling window for
each output channel and indicating each channel’s availability
using binary vectors of slots. However, the SWAP scheduler
can not efficiently utilize scheduling slots since it uses the fixed
slot’s duration and the FF-VF algorithm.

In this paper, a fast and easy to hardware implement
index-based parallel scheduler is proposed, which adopts
an index-based searching approach to find feasible voids on
different channels in parallel to reach O(1) time complexity.
At the same time, different schemes with void filling such as
LAUC-VF, Min-SV, Min-EV and Best-Fit can be supported
with the highest possible efficiency by a configurable optimal
void selection approach, which adopts different comparands for
different schemes according to an external configurable signal.
The hardware architecture of the index-based parallel scheduler
is designed. A 16-channel scheduler with scheduling time of
33.3 ns per burst request and the support to different scheduling
algorithms are demonstrated in FPGA (Field Programmable
Gate Array) to verified the feasibility of the proposed scheduler.

The rest of paper is arranged as follows. Section II describes
the proposed index-based parallel scheduling scheme in detail.
The analysis of possible collisions among multiple access to
the index vector and associated data structure, and the formulae
for important design parameters are also given in this section.
The hardware architecture and implementation of the index
based parallel scheduler is given in Section III. The results
from a 16-channel scheduler are also presented in the section.
Section IV concludes the paper.

II. INDEX BASED PARALLEL SCHEDULING SCHEME

The channel scheduling process consists of two phases in the
proposed scheme. The first phase is to search for the feasible
voids, which can accommodate the newly arrived burst, on all
date channels. The second phase is to select optimal void among
feasible voids found according to the criteria corresponding to
a certain scheduling algorithm.

A. Index-Based Searching Approach

Searching for feasible voids is a common process for all
scheduling schemes with void filling, and it is this searching
process that takes up most of scheduling time in the existing
implementations. In order to reduce the processing time of the
phase, an index-based searching approach is proposed to find
feasible void on each channel and applied in parallel for each
channel. The basic idea of the index-based searching approach
is to build an index vector of voids for each data channel and
search for the feasible voids based on the index vector.

Fig. 1 illustrates how the searching approach works on one
channel. The scheduling time window of the channel is divided
into slots each having a duration shorter than the minimum
duration of the data burst. Each time slot is assigned an index
number according to its time sequence. A -bit index vector
and a -entry void table are built accordingly as shown in Fig. 1.
Each void on the channel is assigned an index value, which is
same as that of the slot where the start time of the void is located.
The -th bit in the -bit index vector is set to 1 if and only
if there exists a void with an assigned index number of . The
start time and the end time of each void are recorded in the

-entry void table according to its assigned index number. For
example, in Fig. 1(a), there are two scheduled bursts and three
voids. Void 1, void 2 and void 3 are assigned index numbers of
1, 3 and 9, respectively, according to their starting slots. The 1st,
3rd, and 9th bits in the -bit index vector are set to “1” while
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Fig. 2. Flowchart diagram of the index based searching procedure.

other bits are “0”, and the start time and the end time of the three
voids are recorded in the 1st, 3rd, and 9th entry of the -entry
void table, respectively.

Using the above data structure, the information of all voids in
a channel is stored in a -entry void table which is indexed by a

-bit index vector. Therefore, the feasible void for a newly ar-
rived burst can be searched according to the index. Fig. 2 shows
the index-based void searching procedure on one channel. Three
steps are included.
Step 1) Determine the index number of the arrival time slot

of a new burst, , as follows:

(1)

where is the arrival time of the corresponding new
data burst, is the starting time of the scheduling
window, is the length of time slot, and is a
rounding operation.

Step 2) Find a candidate void whose starting time is just be-
fore the arrival time of the new data burst.
In this step, we first generate a -bit mask code

corresponding to time slots from to 1,
where the -th least significant bit of the mask is set
to 1 if and only if . For example, in Fig. 1(a),
the -bit mask code for the new burst whose is
5 and accordingly, is .
Then, we perform a bit-wise “and” operation be-
tween the -bit mask code and the -bit index
vector , and determine the location of
the candidate void according to the highest index
number in the result of the “and” operation. In the
Fig. 1(a), the the -bit index vector is

, and the result of the “and” op-
eration between the

Fig. 3. Comparand translator logic diagram.

and is . Since the highest
index number of “1” bit is 3, the candidate void starts
in the third slot, which corresponds to void 2 be-
tween and .

Step 3) Extract the start time and the end time of the can-
didate void from the corresponding -bit void table
according to the index number of the candidate void,
and compare them with those of the new burst to de-
termine whether the candidate void found in Step 2
is a feasible void for the new date burst.

In Fig. 1(a), the candidate void 2 found is also a feasible void
since the new burst arriving at and departing at can fit in
void 2 between and . Fig. 1(b) shows the updated index
vector and void table after the new burst is scheduled on the
channel. We can see that the slot 6 is already partially occu-
pied by a scheduled burst, but it can still be used by the new
burst, which distinguishes our approach from other slot-based
schemes such as the one in [13], where a time slot can only be
occupied by one burst, even if it is only partially.

In the proposed index-based searching approach, the process
of locating a candidate void can be completed in a short constant
time since it is independent of the link load and easy to be imple-
mented in hardware by using an index vector and the above de-
scribed mask technique. In addition, the process of determining
if the void is feasible, which includes one read operation on the
void table and one comparison operation, also can be finished
in a constant time by hardware since the time to access storage
memory and the comparison operation is fixed. Therefore, the
whole index based searching process can run in O(1) time.

By applying the index-based searching process to each
channel in parallel, feasible voids on all channels can be found
in O(1) time.

B. Configurable Optimal Void Selection

Different channel scheduling algorithms with void filling use
different selecting objectives and/or criteria. For example, the
objective of LAUC-VF or Min-SV is to minimize the starting
gap ahead of the new burst while the objective of Min-EV is to
minimize the ending gap after the new burst. The optimal void
selection process in any scheduling algorithm can be divided
into two steps. The first is to calculate the comparands matching
the optimization objective for each feasible void. The second is
to select the optimal void by comparing the comparands. Dif-
ferent scheduling algorithms use different comparands, which
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Fig. 4. Two collision kinds in searching table.

can be calculated according to the start time of voids, the end
time of voids, the arrival time and the departure time of new
bursts. For example, the comparand for LAUC-VF and Min-SV
is the difference between the start time of a void and the arrival
time of a new burst while it is the difference between the end
time of a void and the departure time of a new burst for Min-EV.

Accordingly, a configurable optimal void selection approach,
which consists of a configurable comparand translator and a
general selector, can be designed to support different channel
scheduling algorithms with void filling. The configurable com-
parand translator receives the same input information (including
the start time and the end time of a feasible void, the arrival time
and the departure time of a new burst) and transforms them to
the comparands according to the certain control signal.

Fig. 3 shows an example of a configurable comparand trans-
lator. The subtracter 1, 2 and 3 is used to obtain the comparand
for LAUC-VF, Min-EV and Best-Fit, respectively. The MUX is
used to select the comparand according to the “Config” signal
and output the comparand to a general selector which selects the
optimal one from all input comparamds using a general pairwise
comparison approach. Theoretically, the pairwise comparison
process has a time compelxity of in the worst case,
where is the number of channels. The comparison operations,
however, can be completed quickly in hardware and the time
taken up by the step will be relatively short.

C. Access Collision Analysis

In the proposed index-based searching approach, data access
collision may occur when the information of two or more dif-
ferent voids needs to be stored into the same position of the

-bit index vector and the -entry void table at the same time.
The first kind of collision occurs when the duration of the slot

times is too long and more than one void start from the same
time slot. For example, in Fig. 4(a), both void 1 and void 2 start
from time slot , and need to be store to the th entry
of the index vector and the void table, which will lead to a data
access collision between them. Therefore, in order to avoid this
kind of collision, we should have

(2)

where is the time slot duration, and the minimum
duration of the data bursts.

In practical implementation, there also exits another kind of
collision. More specifically, in order to cover the continuous
and limitless time axis with a limited storage capacity, cyclic
storage structures with finite N elements should be adopted for
the N-bit index vector and the N-entry void table, respectively,
as illustrated in Fig. 4. The time slots with time gap of time
slot duration (such as ) will be assigned to
the same index number in the cyclic date structure .
Therefore, a collision will occur when the voids in the time slot

and appear at the same time and need to be store into the
same position of the -bit index vector, as shown in Fig. 4(b). In
the figure, the current time is in time slot , and the scheduling
window is from time slot to , corresponding to
to . Void 3 starting from is in slot time , and is
recorded in the corresponding position of the index vector and
the void table. At the same time, a burst whose burst control
packet arrives at time of is scheduled to generate a new
void void 4, which has a starting time located in time slot ,
and is also needed to be recoded in the same position where
void 3 is recorded. From Fig. 4(b), we can see that this kind of
collision can be avoided when the scheduling window is large
enough to cover the departure time of a new burst. Considering
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the worst case, the following expression should be satisfied to
avoid this kind of collision:

(3)

where is the maximum offset time, is the max-
imum duration of data bursts, and the scheduling window
size, expressed in terms of the length of the void table (or the
index-vector) to be searched. From (2) and (3), we have

(4)

Equation (4) gives the minimum length of searching tables
(i.e., the void tables and the index-vector of voids) needed in the
design. We can see that the minimum length of the void table
increases with the maximum offset time and the ratio of max-
imum data burst duration to the minimum data burst duration,
and decreases with the minimum duration of data bursts. The
ratio of maximum data burst duration to the minimum data burst
duration depends on the burst assembly scheme used. Below we
discuss some of the design parameters in OBS networks.

The two basic burst assembly schemes are Burst Assembly
Time (BAT) based and Fixed Burst Size (FBS)-based. The
FBS-based scheme will generate fixed-size bursts while the
BAT-based scheme generates variable length bursts [14], [15].
Having a variable burst size provides a better support to bursty
traffic and a better flexibility. However, a larger burst size vari-
ation will increase the processing complexity at intermediate
nodes and require more extra-offset time for QoS which results
in more delay [16], [17]. At the same time, the maximum data
burst duration must not be too large to cause a large assembly
delay while the minimum data burst duration should be large
enough to prevent the congestion in the control plane and reach
an acceptable throughput and utilization [4], [18], [19]. It is
reasonable to set the ratio to about ten in the OBS networks
[20]. The maximum offset time should larger than the total pro-
cessing time to be encountered by a control packet on the path
with the maximum hops in the networks [4]. The maximum
offset time, and then the minimum length of the void table, can
reduce with the decrease of control packet processing time and
the maximum hops which depends on the network size.

Fig. 5 shows the minimum length of searching tables as a
function of the minimum data burst duration and the processing
time at each OBS node in a network whose diameter is 20 hops,
and when the ratio of maximum data burst duration to the min-
imum data burst duration is set to 20. The minimum burst du-
ration varies from 1 s to 20 s, which corresponds the min-
imum burst length of 1.25 KB to 25 KB for data channels of 10
Gb/s. The processing time at each OBS node varies from 100
ns to 2 s, which is the typical range reported at present [12],
[13], [21]. From the figure, one can see that the minimum length
of searching table increases with the increase in the processing
time linearly, and the shorter the minimum burst duration, the
faster the rate of such an increase with the processing time.
One can also observe that the shorter the processing time, the
slower the minimum searching table length increases with the
decrease in the minimum burst duration. For example, when the
minimum burst duration decreases from 25 KB to 1.25 KB, the

Fig. 5. Minimum length of searching table as a function of the minimum data
burst duration and the processing time at each node.

Fig. 6. The hardware architecture of scheduler.

minimum searching table length required increases from 22 to
23 with the processing time of 100 ns while the value increases
from 23 to 61 with the processing time of 2 s. Therefore, a fast
processing speed can save storage space and support a shorter
minimum burst duration or a larger ratio of maximum data burst
duration to the minimum data burst duration.

III. HARDWARE ARCHITECTURE AND IMPLEMENTATION

Fig. 6 shows the hardware architecture of the proposed index
based parallel scheduler, which consists of a control unit, a
set of parallel searching engines, a comparand translator and
a channel selector. The control unit is responsible for the
timing control of the entire scheduling process, configuring
scheduling algorithm by signal “Config”, and providing all
interfaces with external modules such as parser of burst control
packets, switch controller and so on. Each searching engine
corresponds to one channel and works independently to find
the feasible void on the corresponding channel for new bursts
by using the proposed index-based searching approach. The
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Fig. 7. State transition process of control unit.

comparand translator receives the time information of new
bursts and feasible voids found by channel searching engines,
and outputs the comparands according to the “Config” signal
set by control unit. The channel selector takes the comparands
of feasible voids as input, and uses multi-stage comparators to
select the optimal void.

Fig. 7 shows the state machine modeling the control unit for
the timing control of the scheduling process. When a scheduling
request arrives, , and the machine enters the “init”
state from “idle”, where the arrival time and the departure time
of the new burst is obtained and sent to all the searching engines
and comparand translator modules. After that, the control unit
enters the “search” state and sets En search to 1, which triggers
all the searching engines to work in parallel. The control unit
monitors the state signal output from every searching engine,

, which indicates if there is a feasible void on the cor-
responding channel or not. If all the state signals from all the
searching engines are invalid, the state machine transfers to the
“fail” state, which means no feasible void on all the channels
for the new burst and that the scheduling attempt failed (here
we assume that no FDLs are used at the OBS node). Otherwise,
the state machine enters the “compare” state, and the comparand
translator is triggered to generate comparands for the found fea-
sible voids according to the “Config” signal, the time informa-
tion of feasible voids and the new burst, and the channel se-
lector gets optimal channel number by comparing comparends
and outputs it to the control unit. After the “compare” state,
the control unit enters the “reserve” state to reserve the found
optimal channel for the new burst and update the -bit index
vector and the -entry void table.

Fig. 8 shows the schematic circuit diagram of one channel
searching engine. The circuit is composed of an array of flip-
flops to maintain the index vector, a location circuit, an on-chip
RAM to store the void table and a verification circuit. The loca-
tion circuit is used to find the index of the candidate void, which
is the key part of the searching engines and contains a mask gen-
erator, an array of “and” gates and a priority coder.

The mask generator generates the -bits mask code ac-
cording to the arrival time of the new data bursts, ,
where the bits whose index numbers are ahead of the arrival
time slot of the new burst are set to “1” and other bits are set
to “0”. The array of “and” gates is used to complete the “and”
operation between the mask code and the index vector. The
output of a “and” gate is valid only when the corresponding bit
in the index vector is “1” and its index number is before that
of the arrival time slot of the new bursts [for example, the first

Fig. 8. Schematic circuit diagram of a searching engine.

and the third outputs are valid in Fig. 1(b)]. The priority coder
selects the index number of the candidate void by giving the
larger index number higher priority (the index number of “3” is
output in Fig. 1(b) since only the first and the third outputs are
valid and 3 is the largest).

Since the locationcircuit is apurecombinatorial logiccircuit, it
only takes up one clock cycle to locate a candidate void. The void
table outputs the entry correspodning to the candidate void to the
verification circuit according to the index number of the candi-
date void received from the location circuit. The verification cir-
cuit is used to compare the starting time and the ending time of the
candidate void with those of the new data burst, respectively. The
corresponding avail signal is set to valid when the candidate void
canaccommodate the new databurst, and the starting time and the
ending time of the void are outputted to the comparand translator.
Otherwise, the corresponding avail signal is invalid.

Fig. 9 shows the circuit simulation result of a 16-channel
index-based parallel scheduler based on above design, which
is implemented using Verilog HDL and synthesized to Xilinx
Virtex4 XC4VFX20 FPGA (ML405) with 150 MHz of clock
frequency. The searching table length is 32. The slot length is
256 clock cycles, which is about 1.7 s since one clock cycle is
1/150 s. For simplicity and without loss of generality, the test
bursts are generated and put in the input FIFO of the scheduler
in advance since our main aim is to validate the scheduling pro-
cessing. The burst duration has a uniform distribution between
[256, 2560] clock cycles. The maximum offset time is 21 slots
(5376 clock cycles) according to (4). The offset time of each
burst is randomly taken between [1280, 5376] clock cycles with
a uniform distribution. 21 scheduling processes are shown in
Fig. 9, where the wavelength assigned to a burst is shown as
“ValidWave”, and the ValidWave of indicates that there is
no feasible void for a burst on any wavelength channel. Every
scheduling process takes 5 cycles (about 33.3 ns), where 4 cy-
cles are for finding the optimal void, and one cycle is for the up-
dating of the data structure. The signal captured from the FPGA
using the ChipScope (Xilinx, Inc.) is also shown at the bottom
of Fig. 9, which demonstrates successful running of the sched-
uler in FPGA.
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Fig. 9. The circuit simulation of the scheduling processes (top) and the signal captured using ChipScope (bottom) of a 16-channel scheduler.

Fig. 10. Signal captured using ChipScope (top) and the scheduled bursts in the data channels (bottom) of a 4-channel scheduler with configurable function.

Fig. 10 shows the signal captured from FPGA running
a 4-channel scheduler with above described configuration,
where different “Config” signal codes correspond to different
scheduling algorithm (see the inset table in Fig. 10). In total,
19 scheduling processes are shown, where the bursts from
1 to 8 are scheduled using LAUC-VF, the bursts from 9 to
12 are scheduled using Min-EV, the bursts from 14 to 16 are
scheduled using Max-SV, and the bursts from 17 to 18 are
scheduled using Best-Fit. The bursts in the data channels after
scheduling are also shown at the bottom of Fig. 10. We can
see that different scheduling algorithms can be supported by a
configurable signal.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed an index-based parallel
scheduler for OBS networks which can achieve a high channel
utilization and high processing speed at the same time. An
novel index-based searching approach is presented to find the
feasible void on one channel for a new arrival burst in O(1) time
by simple index-based bit operations and one memory reading
and one void comparing operation. A configurable optimal void
selection approach is designed to support different scheduling
algorithms such as LAUC-VF, Min-SV, Min-EV and Best-Fit

with the highest possible utilization. Formulae for important
design parameters are given, and related design considerations
are discussed. The hardware architecture for the proposed
index-based parallel scheduler is presented. A 16-channel
index-based parallel scheduler, which is able to complete one
scheduling procedure every 33.3 ns, has been demonstrated in
FPGA. The support to different scheduling algorithms is also
validated in FPGA. Although this work focuses on scheduling
in OBS networks, some of the ideas and techniques developed
in this study can be extended to other scheduling applications.

Future work includes the embedding of the index-based
parallel scheduler into the OBS router in our OBS experiment
testbed [2] to perform system test, and performance improve-
ment by further optimizing our design and combining it with
other approaches such as pipelining.
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